The role of social media Instagram community to tourism promotion in Baubau City
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ABSTRACT

The tourism potential of Baubau City tends not to be able to compete in terms of promotion with several other regions. The tourism policy carried out by the local government has not been able to make tourism the main asset of the City of Baubau. This study examines the role of community social media in the tourism promotion of Baubau City, particularly on Instagram social media accounts. The research is focused on Instagram accounts that have tourism content and searches for hashtags that have the most posts about tourist objects. The research method used is descriptive qualitative. Next, to check the validity of the data, what the researchers did was to make previous observations on various relevant Instagram accounts randomly. Then the data that has been obtained is confirmed, described, categorized which is the same view, which is different, and which one is specific from the data sources. Finally, the data were analyzed by researchers to produce conclusions. The analysis technique used by these researchers is the source and content triangulation analysis technique. The results showed that community accounts on Instagram were very helpful in providing promotion for tourism in Baubau City, besides that the popular hashtags used made it easy for the public to get information about content, location, and access to several tourism objects in Baubau City.

This is an open access article under the CC–BY-SA license.

1. Introduction

Tourism Before describing the tourism condition of Baubau City, this research needs to provide a brief explanation of the Baubau City profile. Is a city located in Southeast Sulawesi province, with a land area of 221.00 km², sea area reaching 30 km², is a potential area for the development of sea transportation facilities and infrastructure. Consisting of 8 (eight) sub-districts and 40 (forty) sub-districts, with a population of 261,454 people at the end of 2018. Regionally, Baubau City is located in a connecting area, which allows for a very fast trade and service exchange. This of course can affect the social, economic, cultural, and political views of the people (Pencarelli, 2020).

The city of Bau-Bau was the center of the traditional government of the Buton Sultanate. Bau-Bau City has several tourist objects including historical-cultural tours, for example, the Wolio Fortress and Keraton Wolio Cultural Center, natural attractions such as Lakasa Cave, Ntiti Cave, Palagimata Hill, Wantiro Hill, Kolema Hill, Kalampa. Sulaa, Latoondu Cave, Kaisabu Cave, Bau-Bau River, Wakonti Nature Reserve, Sampora Waterfall, Bungi Bathing Place, and Tirta Rimba. The marine tourism is Kolagana, Nirwana Beach, Lakeba Beach, Kokalukuna Beach, and Kamali Beach. Around Kamali beach, there is also a monument which is named the Dragon monument which has been made a symbol by the Bau-Bau City government (Zinaida, Sunarto, & Sunuantari, 2020).
Tourism is a very strategic sector and following the vision of the City of Bau-Bau as the "Gateway to Economy and Tourism in Southeast Sulawesi". Cultural traditions, historical relics, natural beauty both at sea and on land, and other supporting facilities are potentials that need to be developed and preserved so that they can provide a touch of tourist attraction both domestic and foreign (Jandevi & Zareen, 2020).

It's just that this condition is not balanced with adequate data on the tourist attractions of Baubau City, which can be calculated through the number of tourist visits. According to BPS data for Baubau City, through 2016 data the number of hotel guests from 347 foreign tourists to 126 in 2017, and domestic tourists in 2016 from 103,600 to only 7,702 tourists in 2017. Meanwhile, in 2018 as published through sultra.antaranews.com only lists the number of tourists, only over 4000 visits. This certainly indicates many things, one of which is tourism promotion that has not been able to increase the number of tourists.

2. Theoretical Framework

a. Tourism based on social media

The Tourism is an unlimited economic resource, it's just that in its use this field requires adaptation to the social conditions of society and technological developments. For regions, the tourism sector also has a causal relationship that is strong enough to mutually influence the economic growth of a region.

A sound tourism policy will continue to strive to ensure that visitors are served in a way that maximizes benefits for stakeholders while minimizing the negative effects, costs, and impacts associated with ensuring the achievement of goals (Eko Nugroho, 2019). However, the times have changed towards the logic of the Internet of Things (IoT).

Baubau is one of the cities on the island of Buton in a row of the Southeast Sulawesi islands. In the TripAdvisor.co.id profile, it states that the City of Baubau has tourism objects, sultanates like those in Yogyakarta, Solo, and Cirebon which are called the Sultanate of Buton. In addition to this tourist city, you can also find several tourist objects including Buton Palace Fortress, Nirwana Beach, Lakeba Beach, Kalampa, Palatiga Hill, Bau Bau Kali, Lakasa Cave, Ntiti Cave, Kaisabu Cave, Bungi Natural Baths, Samparano Waterfall, Water Tirta Rimba waterfall, Laguna Waterfall, Kokalukunadan Beach, and other charming tourist objects.

However, along with this potential, tourism in Baubau City tends not to be able to compete in terms of promotion with several other areas. The tourism policy carried out by the local government has not been able to make tourism the main asset of the City of Baubau, which is also known as a transit area or liaison with the ownership of ports and airports as a link between the western and eastern regions of the archipelago.

It's just that, in recent years. Several online observations were made as to the data of this study that the growth of community-based social media is quite significant. For example, this can be observed in the growth of digital products made by people and communities. For example, Baubau Buy and Sell (in the Facebook Group), Buton YouTuber (Youtube), Info Buton Raya (Instagram), and others are based on the promotion of community activities and creativity-based community businesses.

In terms of efficiency, through social media, the provision of tourism information, tourism promotion, tourism agendas will reduce costs for limited promotional operations, resources, and physical infrastructure (Viswanath, Ramanadhan, & Kontos, 2007). With social media, it can be simply understood that tourism in an area can build a positive image that is interrelated with tourism promotion. In the language of the tourism industry, advertising as a medium of information for tourists aims to form a destination image. Then, (Campelo, Reynold, Lindgreen, & Beverland, 2018) state that the image of a tourist attraction plays a very important role in determining the success of a tourist attraction.

In this way, the role of the media as mediation will provide good tourism promotion capabilities by utilizing a window that enables us to see beyond what is around us (McQuail & Windahl, 2015).
Joshua Meyrowitz added 3 parables; media as a channel, media as language, media as the environment (Fadillah, 2019).

Through the description of the phenomenon above, this study examines the role of community social media in the promotion of tourism in the city of Baubau, especially on Instagram social media accounts. The research will be assisted by tracing hashtags. Where, that hashtag is an Instagram feature that is used to make it easier for Instagram users to find the desired image in the search column (Faradies, 2020). This information will greatly strengthen the tourism image of the City of Baubau. Thus, these social networks will be used as input for the formulation of public policies regarding tourism development in the City of Baubau.

3. Method

The research method used is descriptive qualitative. The reason the researcher uses this method is that the researcher tries to describe and obtain information about the phenomenon or event systematically as it is. As in the phenomenon of the use of social media Instagram by the community which is used as a means of promoting regional tourism potential (Sugiyono, 2017).

The research process is fully carried out through community-based social media searches on Instagram, where the content it delivers is related to tourism objects in Baubau City. To facilitate data search, this study also tries to use hashtags (#) as keywords to find out and compile data related to hashtags used as a medium for disseminating tourism content.

Next, to check the validity of the data, what the researchers did was to make previous observations on various relevant Instagram accounts randomly. Then the data that has been obtained is confirmed, described, categorized which is the same view, which is different, and which one is specific from the data sources. Finally, the data were analyzed by researchers to produce conclusions. The analysis technique used by these researchers is the source and content triangulation analysis technique (Sarifudin et al., 2020).

4. Results and Discussion

a. Baubau City Tourism on Social Media

As globalization continues to bring changes with various modes of modernity, it will continue to challenge every system of people's lives, because globalization has touched all aspects of life. One of them is the interaction model of social media globalization, such as facilitating the flow of information into people's lives, it can create a lifestyle that is different from before.

Social media then becomes one of the dominant media in influencing public perceptions of something. On the other hand, social media has the power to help government policies and correct government policies. Previously, many ways use social media was easy, cost-effective, and effective in tourism marketing for an area, so this has made social media more attractive for communication facilities and used in promoting tourism, for example using promotions on TV, advertisements, brochures, and exhibitions (Putri, 2020).

In a connected era like today, the community in Baubau City is also used to promote tourism. It's just that this process is conscious and unconscious. This can be observed with the content that is distributed into people's Instagram feeds, those who realize the power of social media in the promotion of posting photos with several other information, while those who don't realize it are just posting photos for their existence and hobbies.

In an account search, which was carried out through the Instagram feed, it was found that several accounts were seriously used as a media for promoting tourism in Baubau City. In addition to inserting information on the photos posted, Instagram also makes edits and touches of interesting graphic designs. Interest is seen in the number of public responses to every post made through this account.

This research then categorizes the Instagram account into 5 (five) Instagram accounts, which are:
Table 1. Instagram Account Baubau City Tourism content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name Account</th>
<th>Number of followers</th>
<th>Number of posts</th>
<th>Content-Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@infobutonraya</td>
<td>25,600</td>
<td>1,554</td>
<td>Info at Buton region Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@beritabaubau</td>
<td>7112</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>set of Baubau Information About</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@explorebaubau</td>
<td>4,113</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>Media Photos Location Travel and Locations Popular Baubau City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@like_baton</td>
<td>2,939</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>Tourist Locations on Buton Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@baubaukeren</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Photos of Baubau City Location and Offer of Private Trip Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From some of the data distribution of the accounts above related to tourism content in the city of Baubau, data shows that the number of account followers and the number of followers has a fairly large difference. It can be concluded that content posts can reach more people and a larger public.

That way, tourism promotion using several media above is believed to be able to provide more information to more people. The use of social media can be said as social media and can also be used to express experiences through photos or videos in the form of comments as a form of interaction not only with family but also with other people (Radojevic, Nguyen, Bajec, & Ferr, 2020). Also, social media posts like the way above can at least influence public perceptions. As with Instagram, which is relatively new and has a major impact on encouraging tourist mobility (Sloan, Quan-Hause, & Laestadius, 2017).

Meanwhile, the observation in terms of the strength of hashtags (#) makes it easier for people to find information that is connected through hashtags. From the search, there are many kinds of hashtags that can guide people to get the information they want. Included in the search for information related to tourism locations in the City of Baubau. Some of the hashtags that have the most number of posts and followers are as follows:

Table 2. Distribution Map of 5 (five) popular on Instagram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hashtag hashtags (#)</th>
<th>Number of posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#baubau</td>
<td>293k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#baubaukeren</td>
<td>27.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#kotabaubau</td>
<td>12.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#baubauinfo</td>
<td>1000+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#baubauhitz</td>
<td>1000+ The</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main point in using hashtags is that it makes it easier for information to be found in a search engine. Using certain hashtags can direct searchers to something easily in the same column. In searching for data related to this, it was found that #baubau was the most used in posts reaching 293 thousand times, followed by #baubaukeren for 271 thousand times, this shows that content searched through the keyword baubau will be directed at posts that reach one million posts.
Looking at this data later, it can provide an explanation that in addition to the use of an Instagram account that can become a tourism promotion media with wide coverage and low cost. The use of hashtags is also considered able to provide convenience when people want to find content related to the desired keywords. This condition certainly provides benefits for local governments in disseminating tourism information, by utilizing community social media. This condition allows a tourism promotion policy that is cheap and has a broad reach.

In line with that, using social media for tourists or consumers can share their experiences and can also be used as a source in searching for information about tourist destinations. In addition to the large number of people who start ordering online to get tourism promotion, social media can also make the tourism industry more prosperous, creating business opportunities (Yeh, 2021).

Also, using tourism promotion through social media is considered cheaper (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). It's just that there is still a need for innovation and a narrative that can provide information that is easy to understand and gives an impression to the public. Research from (Sánchez-Cobarro, Molina-Castillo, & Alcazar-Caceres, 2021) shows how Instagram makes a destination for tourism brands in Indonesia, especially in Bali and Malang. Instagram is also useful in promoting gorobogan tours through posted image experiences (Kurniawati, Liana, Asharina, & Permana, 2018).

b. Social Media as an Effective Promotion Media

In early 2020 a survey conducted by WeareSocial and Hootsuite revealed that internet users around the world have reached 4.5 billion people. This figure shows that internet users have reached more than 60 percent of the world's population or more than half of the world's population. From this data, it also turns out that 3.8 billion people have used social media. Facebook is still the most popular social media in the world with 2.449 billion accounts, followed by YouTube with 2 billion accounts and Instagram with 1 billion accounts. This certainly makes social media a space for the exchange of public information with a large number of interactions.

The main point of promotion on social media is the personal experience that users get. Like Instagram which has features that make it easy to find out the location of a tourist attraction. In their...
study, Fatanti & Suyad provide a rule that user-based social media or User Generated Content (UGC) provides easy access for users to access information and also disseminates it to the public. Various interactions such as likes, comments, or even including hashtags as signs of certain objects. The "hospitality" of Instagram as a personal social media is still quite personal making it a favorite channel used by tour operators to promote tourist destinations (Harimudin, Fitriani, & Sahar, 2020).

What happens in tourism promotion carried out in this study explains that, the community Instagram account and the use of hashtags in every post on a tourist attraction provide easy access for the wider community to access tourism information. It's just that, the social media currently in use is still community or managed independently, but there are no regional policies that can support the social media movement. Some of the identifications regarding this deficiency are that the use of information technology is still not optimal in regional policies.

On the other hand, the concept of a smart city that is being carried out by the local government of Baubau city is only limited to reforming the regional bureaucracy. This concept has not been decreased in service processes or policies that are providing services to the public by utilizing information technology. However, the existence of Baubau city tourism data that has been posted by the public and the community can compensate for the less than optimal tourism promotion policies carried out by the government.

One of the challenges in using social media as a tourism promotion channel is also in the concept of a Smart City. In Baubau, this concept continues to be improved in its implementation. A study that raises the potential for the development of the concept Smart City states that one of the opportunities that the City of Baubau needs to do in developing the smart city concept is a collaboration with the community (Sadat, 2019).

Several other studies claim that the Internet allows users to interact directly in several forms (Fadillah & Jandevi, 2020). Unlike conventional advertising which is only unidirectional, social media allows users/consumers to ask questions, provide comments, input, or feedback. Examples of these forms of social media include blogs (WordPress), micro-blogs (Twitter), tourist behavior social networks (Facebook), photo/video media sharing sites (YouTube, Flickr), and Internet forums (Ong, H.Sutawijaya, & Saluy, 2020). The point is that the success of a region's tourism promotion is not only determined by the active local government but also on the stretching of community entities in sharing and shaping regional tourism objects to netizens. That way, the development of the Internet Of Things (IoT) technology will make the role of local governments less due to the participation of the community.

Observing the above conditions, in several studies on social media, it is stated that interaction activities in social media are very important to increase the effectiveness of promotion, which in this case is tourism promotion (Cave & Dredge, 2020). With the existence of social media, a reciprocal interaction is created. Meanwhile, there was a publication by Jupiter Research in 2009 that 50 percent of internet users consult their blogs before making a purchase. Then Nielsen's research also indicates that surprisingly, 81 percent of internet users see other people's opinions or reviews before going on vacation, 90 percent of internet users trust friends' recommendations, and only 14 of internet users trust advertisements.

c. Conclusion

However, this condition may differ from region to region depending on the policies of each region and the infrastructure of the region concerned. This can be observed in several regions in Indonesia, for example, Bandung, Bali, Banyuwangi, Jember, Solo, Purwakarta, Ambon, and Makassar. Tourism promotion is not only the duty of local governments but also content that is often disseminated by the community. As the City of Baubau, tourism potential is often the only potential without any room for affirmative policy movement in guarding the development and promotion of tourism. Even though the opportunity for digitization is currently growing rapidly by the community, the use of social media makes it possible to support tourism promotion policies in the regions.
The times that have also led to regional policies in the realm of digitalization have made information technology a future policy direction that needs to be immediately responded to by the local government of Baubau City. Social media is one of them, which in this study explains that the use of social media as a means of promoting tourism provides several advantages, including social media that can provide personal experiences by users, provide easy search, the ability to find out the location of a tourist attraction. Meanwhile, the direct relationship with tourism promotion is that social media can reach a wider public, cheap, and opens up spaces for community participation and collaboration to support regional tourism promotion policies of Baubau City.
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